INTRODUCTION

In the U.N. Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, the definition of violence against women includes physical, sexual, and emotional violence in multiple forms: battering, rape, sexual abuse, female genital cutting, trafficking, dowry-linked...
harm, sexual harassment, and exploitation. Notwithstanding forty years of activism and law reform to eliminate violence against women and girls (VAWG), its lingering global prevalence indicates that the world community is shortchanging women and girls. Nonetheless, it is plain that women have advanced further toward civil, cultural, economic, political, and social equality than in all prior centuries put together. Creating a true VAWG revolution calls for a tactical, multi-faceted strategy—one that refashions attitudes and convictions at individual and collective levels, spurs progress in informal and formal institutions, and boosts the availability of resources to women.

Cross-cultural studies have shown that where cultural norms promote female financial reliance, male dominance, and conflict management that prioritizes violence or honor, high societal levels of VAWG are prone to result. More recently, a study by Valerie Hudson confirmed that the larger the inequality gap between men and women in a society, the more likely the country will be entangled in intra- and interstate conflict, using increased violence as a recourse. Using the largest existing database on the status of women, Hudson demonstrated a significant link between state security and women’s security, with the best forecast of a state’s peacefulness being how well its women fare. There is a connection between interpersonal, gendered violence against women and the structural violence of economic inequality, hunger, social exclusion, colonialism, and racism. Still, laws and social norms persevere in exposing women to violence by failing to adequately safeguard their rights or by creating a sense of entitlement to commit violence against women.
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In the past few years, VAWG has worsened in many places across the globe, aggravated by conflict, economic inequality, nationalism, and insecurity. It has touched women of all ages and socioeconomic backgrounds. Particularly, women who are poor, refugee, migrant, indigenous, disabled, human rights defenders, present in conflict zones, or members of minority populations face increased exposure to violence. Women’s unequal status to men in societies and the absence of women’s agency over their own lives are the foundation of VAWG. This Article is premised on an understanding that VAWG is structural in nature and is fed by gender-defined roles and disparate power relations. Eradicating VAWG is key to effecting gender justice. As Sally Engle Merry notes, it necessitates a cultural transformation. A study conducted in seventy countries from 1975 through 2005 shows that “feminist mobilization in civil society—not intra-legislative political phenomena such as leftist parties or women in government or economic factors like national wealth—” affects national policy and “produce[s] an enduring impact on VAW[G] policy through the institutionalization of feminist ideas in international norms.”

This Article will review the role of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in contributing to this cultural transformation. Specifically, I will examine two examples of its use by advocates and activists in the women’s movements to assist in the eradication of VAWG.
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I. HISTORY OF CEDAW AND VAWG

A. General Overview

Since the late 1970s, international, regional, and national legal orders have founded laws and policy structures designed to remedy VAWG\textsuperscript{12} in both public and private forms.\textsuperscript{13} They include General Recommendation No. 19 of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (1992);\textsuperscript{14} the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (1994); the Beijing Platform for Action of the Fourth World Conference on Women (1995); reports from the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences; and the United Nations Secretary-General’s report on the in-depth study on all forms of violence against women (2006).\textsuperscript{15} These documents all describe the conditions regarding VAWG and propose solutions to eradicate the practice through dealing justly with perpetrators and promoting relief for the victims and survivors.\textsuperscript{16}

Given the success of the invention of laws and other standards to fight VAWG, it might be expected that women’s human rights have advanced. The implementation of laws and norms in this area, however, is insufficient globally.\textsuperscript{17} Despite the improvement in people’s understanding of the import of the various challenges of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{12} The United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women defines violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private.” G.A. Res. 48/104, \textit{supra} note 1, art. 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{14} \textit{See infra} Section I.B.
  \item \textsuperscript{15} \textit{Int’l Women’s Rights Action Watch Asia Pac., supra} note 13, at 12-13.
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VAWG, the momentum to disturb the status quo of myriad forms of gender-based VAWG has not coalesced.\textsuperscript{18}

CEDAW is a U.N. treaty that aims to advance women’s status.\textsuperscript{19} The General Assembly approved CEDAW in December 1979, and it entered into force on September 3, 1981.\textsuperscript{20} CEDAW concentrates on the prejudices that exclusively befall women\textsuperscript{21} and cements the idea that each state must answer for the human rights of its women.\textsuperscript{22} Through issuance of General Recommendations, the CEDAW Committee has provided guidance on interpretation and execution of articles of CEDAW.\textsuperscript{23} To date, 187 out of 194 countries have ratified CEDAW,\textsuperscript{24} although the United States is not among them.\textsuperscript{25}

At the time of CEDAW’s approval, the drafters depended on an inter-State complaints mechanism and a reporting procedure to ensure States parties’ adherence to their treaty obligations.\textsuperscript{26} CEDAW’s Optional Protocol, a different treaty, introduced two much-needed options to enforce CEDAW. The U.N. General Assembly adopted the Optional Protocol in 1999, and it entered into force on December 22, 2000.\textsuperscript{27}

B. Evolution of VAWG and CEDAW

States are bound to combat violence against woman and girls according to international norms and laws.\textsuperscript{28} Yet, a variety of social
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and cultural practices that permit VAWG persist due to inadequate measures by states that should enact laws and policies to counter VAWG and dedicate adequate resources for the success of such laws and policies.\textsuperscript{29} States’ lack of follow-through is a major reason why VAWG remains high worldwide, according to the office of the U.N. Secretary-General in its global report on violence against women.\textsuperscript{30}

The Secretary-General’s report on the In-depth Study on All Forms of Violence against Women (2006) opines that VAWG remains rampant despite ample efforts by states, U.N. organizations, and other agents.\textsuperscript{31} The report addressed impunity for VAWG:

Impunity for violence against women compounds the effects of such violence as a mechanism of control. When the State fails to hold the perpetrators accountable, impunity not only intensifies the subordination and powerlessness of the targets of violence, but also sends a message to society that male violence against women is both acceptable and inevitable. As a result, patterns of violent behaviour are normalized.\textsuperscript{32}

There are various elements that support impunity for VAWG: (1) a division between the private and the public invoked in law and in social mores to justify the absence of state action for interfamilial violence; (2) insensitivity to the reality of heteronormative, cisnormative, and other patriarchal notions, including the intricacy of the causes of VAWG and its effects on survivors and women at large, within state laws and standards; (3) an absence of sensitivity to and understanding of the complexity of VAWG within the criminal justice system, including law enforcement; (4) religious extremism’s focus on women’s and girls’ purity and honor, and that of their community, which dictates women’s sexuality and increases the likelihood of VAWG; (5) weak rule of law that increases the probability of VAWG perpetrated or sanctioned by states; and (6) globalization’s effect of eroding laws and standards to enhance women’s rights vis-à-vis economic growth, specifically caused by
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acts of multinational corporations and other financially effective bodies.\textsuperscript{33}

Despite the need for a mechanism to address VAWG, the emergence of CEDAW in the late 1970s and early 1980s did not specifically address VAWG, likely because it was not widely understood as problematic at the time.\textsuperscript{34} CEDAW came into being to supplement other human rights instruments, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, as a comprehensive and intersectional approach to women’s human rights.\textsuperscript{35} Although CEDAW itself does not explicitly mention VAWG, the Committee responsible for monitoring the implementation of CEDAW has clarified in its General Recommendation No. 19\textsuperscript{36} that States parties to the Convention are under an obligation “to take all appropriate measures to eliminate VAWG.”\textsuperscript{37}

CEDAW elevates women’s human rights via three protocols: (1) substantive equality; (2) non-discrimination; and (3) state obligation.\textsuperscript{38} To satisfy the first criterion, States parties must provide the same “opportunity, access and results” to women as to men.\textsuperscript{39} As the treaty body that monitors progress in the implementation of CEDAW, the Committee is responsible for interpreting the rights to non-discrimination and equality and elucidating the measures needed

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} INT’L WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH ASIA PAC., \textit{supra} note 13, at 14-15.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Merry, \textit{supra} note 19, at 952.
\item \textsuperscript{35} INT’L WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH ASIA PAC., \textit{supra} note 13, at 31.
\item \textsuperscript{36} General Recommendation 19 was created in 1992 and defines gender-based violence as “violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately. It includes acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and any other deprivations of liberty.” Rep. of the Comm. on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, 11th Sess., Jan. 20-30, 1992, at 1, U.N. Doc. A/47/38; GAOR, 47th Sess., Supp. No. 38 (1993) [hereinafter 11th Sess. Report]. While CEDAW general recommendations, unlike CEDAW itself, are not legally binding, their purpose encompasses offering detailed explanation of States parties’ obligations under CEDAW. In this way, CEDAW’s regard for VAWG falls under the rubric of discrimination against women. Merry, \textit{supra} note 19, at 952.
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to ensure women’s de jure and de facto equality with men. While the authoritativeness of the Committee’s opinions in individual communications, reports on inquiries, and interpretative statements in concluding observations and general recommendations is debatable, they carry great weight for States parties looking to comply with CEDAW.

The CEDAW Committee has liberally interpreted and applied the Convention’s rights to non-discrimination and equality in matters of VAWG and reproductive health but has not given a liberal application to such rights vis-à-vis economic, political, and civil rights. In communications regarding VAWG or reproductive matters, the Committee has rigorously examined the facts of each case through a lens that accommodates women’s needs and the facts of women’s lives, thus achieving consistency between its interpretation and application of these rights.

CEDAW is enforced via a reporting procedure, whereby States parties submit periodic reports to the CEDAW Committee. The only sanction available to the CEDAW Committee is the means of publicly shaming noncompliant States parties. Nonetheless, there are many past-due reports and delays, and many States parties have failed to address violations.

States parties to CEDAW must work against social and cultural mores that impede women from accessing their rights. CEDAW’s potential stems from its ability to mold a rights paradigm, and its promise relies on the ability of the non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the CEDAW Committee, and others to exert pressure on States parties to effect change. Activists believe that to eradicate discrimination against women, we must dismantle all patriarchal systems.
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C. The Optional Protocol to CEDAW

In 1991, the Secretary-General to the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) suggested fortifying CEDAW’s means of exerting pressure on States parties. Finally, on October 6, 1999, the U.N. General Assembly adopted the Optional Protocol, which entered into force on December 22, 2000. Women’s NGOs and the movement for women’s rights have been major players in all aspects of the Optional Protocol.53

Before the adoption of the Optional Protocol, individual petitioners had no means to petition the CEDAW Committee to redress their rights under CEDAW. While the Optional Protocol constitutes a freestanding treaty, it creates no new rights—only two enforcement mechanisms: “the communications procedure and the inquiry procedure.”55

The Optional Protocol’s communications procedure permits women to individually or collectively petition the CEDAW Committee regarding alleged violations of CEDAW. The Optional Protocol’s inquiry procedure allows the CEDAW Committee to guide investigations into grave or organized abuses in a specific State party.

D. Due Diligence

Under international human rights standards, States parties to CEDAW must exercise due diligence to address VAWG committed
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56. G.A. Res. 54/4, supra note 27, arts. 2-7.
58. G.A. Res. 54/4, supra note 27, arts. 8-9.
59. See RAMASESHAN, supra note 57, at 8.
by non-state actors. Through its case law, the Optional Protocol construed States parties’ duties regarding VAWG committed by private actors to encompass due diligence measures in four ways: (1) protection of victims and survivors; (2) prevention of perpetration; (3) prosecution and punishment; and (4) compensation and reparation.

Through cases under the Optional Protocol, the CEDAW Committee construed that protection of women and girls must be effective and prompt, as seen in A.T. v. Hungary. Prevention can include detention of the perpetrator, and “women’s . . . rights to life and to physical and mental integrity” cannot be displaced by others’ rights to privacy and property. The Committee noted that prosecution alone is not sufficient. Finally, the Committee suggested compensation be provided to victims and survivors.

II. WOMEN’S MOVEMENTS’ STRATEGIC USE OF CEDAW

This Part of the Article will review how women’s movements globally have made strategic use of CEDAW when addressing VAWG. Women’s rights organizations have developed their own reports, called shadow reports, to provide to the Committee when their government produces a report, in order to correct any omissions or falsehoods in the official report. In many countries, production of such reports has catalyzed women’s organizations to join together in addressing certain problems. Collaboration at a national level is
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essential for both producing factual information for shadow reports, which may prove indispensable for disproving government reports, and for assembling inter- and intra-country movements.68 Shadow reports and other documents submitted to the Committee predominantly address the absence of VAWG laws, the poor execution of the currently existing laws, and the interconnectedness of VAWG to women’s substantive equality.69

The International Women’s Rights Action Watch Asia Pacific (IWRAW AP), an NGO based in Malaysia,70 has a joint network of over eighty national and regional partners across Africa, Europe, Asia, and the Pacific.71 This network serves to build feminist alliances and supply expert consultation to national organizations.72 IWRAW AP foresaw that women’s NGOs from the local to the international level could make serious contributions to women’s human rights through CEDAW, as movement building relies on actors from the governmental to community levels.73 In this way, NGOs can hold governments accountable to CEDAW’s standards.74

IWRAW AP’s Global to Local program forms the core of IWRAW AP’s advocacy efforts.75 It furnishes national-level NGOs and activists with guidance on how to best advocate for women’s human rights via CEDAW, how to energetically engage activists from reporting States parties in all stages of the CEDAW review

68. See id. at 11.
69. See id. at 11, 14.
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process, and how to guarantee that States adhere to the Convention through the CEDAW reporting mechanism.\textsuperscript{76}

In many countries, women’s NGOs’ relationships with their governments have improved, leading to improved implementation of the CEDAW Committee’s Concluding Observations.\textsuperscript{77} Another key outcome includes a stronger base for advocacy at the national level because the process of writing the shadow reports has fostered resolution among various groups that may not historically have consulted together, resulting in a larger and more coordinated lobby group at the national level.\textsuperscript{78} That is, the goal of developing strategies to implement the CEDAW Committee’s Concluding Observations, including implementation of national laws, policies, and programs that protect and promote women’s human rights, can unite coalitions of NGOs.

The most significant challenge that feminists face in state accountability may lie with their own governments.\textsuperscript{79} Strong national foundations are required for women’s organizations,\textsuperscript{80} and organizations are most useful when they mobilize a large group of women as agents of change and engage societies in reducing gender inequality.\textsuperscript{81} A decrease in funding for women’s movements,\textsuperscript{82} threats against women’s human rights defenders,\textsuperscript{83} and the expansion of inequitable economic policies and their corresponding link to VAWG\textsuperscript{84} all impede women’s movements worldwide.

\begin{enumerate}
\item See From Global to Local: A CEDAW Monitoring and Implementation Programme, supra note 75.
\item \textit{Bazilli, supra} note 67, at 11.
\item \textit{Id.}
\item See \textit{id.} at 15.
\item \textit{Women’s Movements in the Global Era: The Power of Local Feminisms} 3 (Amrita Basu ed., 2010).
\item \textit{Id.}
\end{enumerate}
women’s movements, in spite of continuing and new obstacles, employ CEDAW for various purposes, not only to advocate for women’s human rights before the CEDAW Committee, but also to organize activists, to teach communities, and to evolve national policies and legislation.

III. CASE STUDIES USING CEDAW TO ADDRESS VAWG

This Part offers two case studies on women’s NGOs’ strategic employment of CEDAW in eradicating VAWG. First, I offer some general remarks. While some points are particularized to the Asia–Pacific region, the information applies globally.

Women’s NGOs’ surveillance of their respective States parties’ adherence to their CEDAW-derived obligations cannot be understated. In the last decade, this responsibility has multiplied—the upshot of which yields NGOs’ cooperation with each other in developing the best tactics for state monitoring. An increased grasp of CEDAW and women’s human rights stems from civil society’s efforts, including educating other NGOs and teaching the public through a bottom-up approach. As such, an equality-and-rights-based foundation dominates a large number of their projects. CEDAW serves to substantiate women’s NGOs’ activism before their governments, as it dictates States parties’ duties for passage and implementation of measures to further women’s human rights. Often, NGOs purposefully bolster their States parties’ requirements with the Committee’s Concluding Observations. Moreover, they have developed schemes to observe their governments’ implementation of CEDAW in order to hold them accountable for their proclaimed commitments to women’s human rights.

Women’s organizations’ use of CEDAW in this way has contributed to fostering dialogue with non-women’s rights NGOs, inspiring them to spearhead initiatives that reflect gender equality. It assists too in encouraging grassroots discourse on human rights.
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VAWG is a cornerstone issue of women’s human rights, and in most countries, NGOs prioritize public education programs and initiatives to promote increased government attention to this issue.95 CEDAW’s importance plays out at multiple levels: in NGOs’ use of CEDAW to increase and legitimize their stipulations for increased protective measures for abused women, in using CEDAW to elucidate the rights women can access in currently existing VAWG legislation, and as a benchmark against which to advocate for legislation to address VAWG.96

Throughout the Asia-Pacific region, certain categories of women face severe and intersecting barriers to life and health, such as sex workers, women with disabilities, women living in rural and backwards regions, indigenous or other minority women, and women migrants or refugees.97 Their hardships include increased susceptibility to trafficking, barriers to citizenship, and lack of access to justice.98 Fortunately, an increasing number of NGOs at the community and national level now offer programs and services, such as healthcare education and literacy training, to such women.99 Despite this, CEDAW’s ideas of “equality” and “rights” do not easily transfer to the life situations of highly discriminated women.100 Certain NGOs now involve organizations for indigenous and rural women in formulating their CEDAW shadow reports.101 While this practice amplifies the importance of these women’s experiences, it also makes available desperately needed information regarding this subset of women,102 an integral part of translating CEDAW’s purpose into practice.

The next Sections will analyze two case studies in depth.

A. The Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women in Canada

This case study discusses the protracted, continuing struggle to address the femicide of Canadian Aboriginal women, including the deliberate use of CEDAW, since activists have exhausted all national mechanisms.

95. Id. at 10-11.
96. Id. at 11.
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98. INT’L WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH ASIA PAC., supra note 13, at 30.
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Violence against Canadian Aboriginal women and girls is an immense problem,\(^\text{103}\) one where Aboriginal women self-report sexual assault and domestic violence at over three times the rate of non-Aboriginal women.\(^\text{104}\) Human Rights Watch produced a report based on five weeks of field research in northern British Columbia during 2012. Those Who Take Us Away\(^\text{105}\) discusses violence done to Aboriginal women and girls at the hands of Canadian police, including verbal abuse of both a sexist and racist nature, physical and sexual assault, and male officers’ strip searches.\(^\text{106}\) Moreover, the report demonstrates police neglect to protect Aboriginal women from violence by others.\(^\text{107}\) In addition to violence overlooked and perpetrated by police, Canadian Aboriginal women and girls undergo sexist and racist stereotypes that impede prosecution of violent crimes.\(^\text{108}\) This behavior exacerbates a longstanding strain between local indigenous peoples and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP).\(^\text{109}\)

James Anaya, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, acknowledged the tremendous


\(^{105}\) See generally Human Rights Watch, supra note 104.

\(^{106}\) Id. at 8.

\(^{107}\) Id. at 59-72.
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violence Canadian Aboriginal women and girls face.\textsuperscript{110} In September 2012, he remarked that, among the problems indigenous peoples currently confront, violence against indigenous women and girls ranks highly.\textsuperscript{111} Rashida Manjoo, United Nations Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, commented in 2012 on the extreme violence Canadian Aboriginal women undergo: “the ‘intersection of different layers of discrimination based on race, ethnic identity, sex, class, education and political views . . . further disenfranchises indigenous and aboriginal women, reproducing a multi-level oppression that culminates in violence.’”\textsuperscript{112}

Against this backdrop of discrimination and violence, a large number of Canadian Aboriginal women have disappeared in Canada in the past decades. Murdered or missing, the RCMP has uncovered 1,181 homicides and unsolved cases of missing Aboriginal females from 1980 to 2010.\textsuperscript{113}

Notwithstanding the statistics, many activists feel that the Canadian government has refused to acknowledge the gravity of the violations of Aboriginal women’s and girls’ human rights,\textsuperscript{114} and that it has miscarried its obligation of due diligence under international human rights law.\textsuperscript{115} In response to mounting public pressure, the British Columbian government founded the Missing Women Commission of Inquiry on September 27, 2010.\textsuperscript{116} The Commission
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\textsuperscript{113} Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women: A National Operational Overview 3 (2014), available at http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/pubs/mmw-faad-eng.pdf; see also Mary Agnes Welch, New Database Lists 824 Murdered, Missing Native Women in Canada, WINNIPEG FREE PRESS (March 14, 2014) (according to this independent researcher, 824 Aboriginal women in Canada have been identified as missing or murdered), http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/grim-number-jumps-in-study-241776001.html; HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, supra note 104, at 7 (discussing how the Native Women’s Association of Canada identified 582 missing or murdered Canadian Aboriginal women since at least the 1960s).
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received mandates to scrutinize the British Columbia Criminal Justice Branch’s 1998 decision to stay proceedings on charges of aggravated assault, assault with a weapon, forcible confinement, and attempted murder against Robert William Pickton,117 and to probe into the police investigations of the missing or murdered Canadian Aboriginal women from Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside from January 1997 to February 2002.118 The Missing Women Commission of Inquiry’s closing report, Forsaken, was released on December 17, 2012.119 Today, however, public outrage over Canadian governmental inaction continues.120

Canadian Aboriginal women’s NGOs remain hard at work. Founded in 1974, the Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) was established “to enhance, promote, and foster the social, economic, cultural and political well-being of First Nations and Métis women within First Nations and Canadian societies.”121 NWAC works on behalf of Aboriginal women and girls by undertaking projects that advance new and improved legislation and programs to further Aboriginal women’s rights, collaborating with Canadian governments and outside organizations.122 Part of NWAC’s activism involves providing periodic reports to the CEDAW Committee.123

Violence against Aboriginal women and girls continues to gain recognition in Canada primarily due to the ongoing advocacy and organizing by NWAC and Aboriginal communities. In 2011, the Feminist Alliance for International Action (FAFIA) and NWAC asked the CEDAW Committee, under Article 8 of the Optional Protocol, to open an inquiry into Aboriginal women’s and girls’

117. Pickton was convicted of the second-degree murder of six women but likely responsible for many more murders. See John Bart Gerald, Canada: On Missing Aboriginal Women, GLOBAL RES., http://www.globalresearch.ca/canada-on-missing-aboriginal-women/5347218.
118. NWAC FAFIA REPORT, supra note 108 (citing MISSING WOMEN COMM’N OF INQUIRY, http://www.missingwomeninquiry.ca/ (last visited Apr. 12, 2014)).
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disappearances and murders. The CEDAW Committee complied and conducted a secret visit in September 2013.

Canadian governments at the federal and provincial levels have remained obdurate, amplifying the want of remedy via CEDAW and NGOs that advocate for Aboriginal women through such international mechanisms, such as FAFIA and NWAC. The CEDAW Committee’s report on its investigation should issue in early 2015.

B. Hungary

Ms. A.T. v. Hungary, a case brought to the CEDAW Committee under the Optional Protocol’s communications procedure, proved seminal in drawing international attention to Hungary’s treatment of domestic violence. The CEDAW Committee held that civil proceedings would not effect relief and that Hungary’s delay of three years in criminal proceedings constituted an “unreasonably prolonged delay.”

Ms. A.T., the author of the case study, survived repeated and serious domestic violence from her husband. Hungarian civil proceedings had banned her husband from their joint property up to September 2003, when he was allowed to return. From then on, Ms. A.T. stated that she suffered “constant fear” and that “her ‘physical integrity, physical and mental health, and life’ were at risk.” The author awaited the result of a criminal case regarding her husband’s battery and assault, but discovered there were no shelters in Hungary for both her and her children, one of whom had
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severe brain damage. Additionally, Hungarian law does not provide for protection orders.

In her petition, the author focused on Hungary’s violations of CEDAW Articles 2(a), (b), (e), 5(a), and 16 and its duty to take measures to protect her from human rights violations by her husband, a private actor. She concentrated on Hungary’s exacerbation of violence against her through the unduly long criminal proceedings, the fact that Hungary had failed to jail her husband and had permitted his return to their property, and the unavailability of protection orders under the law at that time. The author not only requested compensation for her and her children, but also requested that the Committee act to remedy the systemic issue of Hungary’s inadequate response to domestic violence.

The CEDAW Committee granted the author the interim measures she requested under Article 5(1) of the Optional Protocol: a safe living arrangement for her and her children and necessary financial aid. In addition, Hungary had provided the author with an attorney for the Hungarian civil matter and initiated contact with child-welfare services.

Regarding the author’s main claims, the Committee upheld those brought under Articles 2, 5, and 16. It made special reference to General Recommendations 19 and 21, the former of which names gender-based violence as a type of discrimination, and the latter of which obligated Hungary to protect the author via a restraining order against her husband, an order banning the husband from their property, or arrangements for the author and her children in a shelter.

The Committee ruled that Hungary had not provided suitable remedies and protection to the author and had violated her rights to life and physical and mental integrity by prioritizing her husband’s rights to property and privacy. It also noted the lack of legislation
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and protective measures regarding domestic violence and sexual harassment for women in Hungary.\textsuperscript{143}

The Committee issued a recommendation to Hungary that it exercise due diligence to respond adequately to domestic violence and to take further steps to

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(c)] Take all necessary measures to ensure that the national strategy for the prevention and effective treatment of violence within the family is promptly implemented and evaluated;
  \item[(d)] Take all necessary measures to provide regular training on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the Optional Protocol thereto to judges, lawyers and law enforcement officials;
  \item[(e)] Implement expeditiously and without delay the Committee’s concluding comments of August 2002 on the combined fourth and fifth periodic report of Hungary in respect of violence against women and girls, in particular the Committee’s recommendation that a specific law be introduced prohibiting domestic violence against women, which would provide for protection and exclusion orders as well as support services, including shelters;
  \item[(f)] Investigate promptly, thoroughly, impartially and seriously all allegations of domestic violence and bring the offenders to justice in accordance with international standards;
  \item[(g)] Provide victims of domestic violence with safe and prompt access to justice, including free legal aid where necessary, in order to ensure them available, effective and sufficient remedies and rehabilitation;
  \item[(h)] Provide offenders with rehabilitation programmes . . . . \textsuperscript{144}
\end{itemize}

\textit{Ms. A.T. v. Hungary} embodies a landmark for the CEDAW Committee’s finding of state responsibility to prevent domestic violence committed by non-state actors.\textsuperscript{145} The case is notable too for the CEDAW Committee’s addressing the pervasive, society-wide nature of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{146}

\section*{CONCLUSION}

VAWG is a systemic problem that transcends race, class, sexual orientation and presentation, disability, and other patriarchal power structures. It takes many forms, from physical and sexual violence to economic exploitation. Social and cultural practices and
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\end{itemize}
stereotypes often reinforce VAWG. To make progress on VAWG mirror, in any way, progress made in the past forty years on women’s social, economic, civil, political, and cultural issues, change must occur individually, community wide, and through governments and organizations.

CEDAW and its Optional Protocol provide a prominent global assembly through which States parties can be held accountable for their failings on behalf of women and girls. Despite its lack of sanctions, CEDAW and the Optional Protocol, through the work of women’s NGOs, have supplied pressure for States parties to remedy CEDAW violations and slowly but surely alter cultural conceptions of women and their proper treatment. The complete actualization of women’s human rights necessitates questioning “the structural inequalities and power imbalances that make continued violations inevitable.”147 It is the women’s NGOs that dedicate themselves to the hard work of altering attitudes and beliefs that truly harbinger change. Utilizing the redress mechanisms available under CEDAW and advocating to eradicate VAWG are useful only insofar as CEDAW advances the feminist goal of uprooting VAWG. As Dianne Otto has remarked, “the largely undocumented histories of women’s local resistances . . . over the centuries, are of critical importance to the project of reinventing strategies to achieve women’s full humanity through the discourse of universal human rights, which may yet be possible.”148 We continue to watch for the possibility.

